Epiphany of the Lord Catholic Community
1530 Norwalk Drive
Katy TX 77450-4918
(281) 578-3905
BINGO License No. 17421884176

$2,500.00 in prizes paid every Friday
Cost of BINGO paper and pull-tabs:
Early Bird games (4 games)
Regular Games (8 games)

Special Games pack (5 games)
Special Game singles (not game 5)
Instant BINGO pull-tabs

3
3
6
9
12
18
24
36
3
3
1

face (no singles)
face
face
face
face
face
face
face
face
face
face

$ 4.00 - sold at window only
$ 5.00 - sold at window only
$ 7.00 - sold at window only
$10.00 - sold at window only
$12.00 - sold at window only
$14.00 - sold at window only
$18.00 - sold at window only
$22.00 - sold at window only
$ 5.00 - sold at window only
$ 1.00 - sold on floor only
$ 0.50 – sold on floor and at front table

Schedule of Games:

Prize

Early Bird Games (games start at 7:30pm)
(5% tax will be deducted)
1. Regular BINGO only ................................................ (yellow border) $
50
2. Regular BINGO only ............................................... (orange border) $
50
3. Regular BINGO only ................................................ (orchid border) $
50
4. Regular BINGO only .................................................... (red border) $
50
Regular and special games (games start at 8:00pm)
5. SPECIAL Letter X ......................................................... (solid blue) $ 150
This game is only available with the Special Pack purchased at the cashier’s window.
6. Regular BINGO or Plus Sign ...................................... (blue border)
7. Progressive blackout ........................................... (orange border)
(If jackpot is paid, then remaining specials are reduced to $145)
8. Regular BINGO or Postage stamp ........................... (green border)
9. SPECIAL Any Block of Nine ................................... (solid orange)

$
$
$
$
$

70
400 jackpot
100 consolation
70
220

(If game 7 jackpot is paid, then game 9 is reduced to $145)

10. Six Pack ................................................................ (yellow border) $

70

11. SPECIAL Letter T (Up, down or either side) .......... (solid green) $

220

(If game 7 jackpot is paid, then game 11 is reduced to $145)

*************************************** INTERMISSION **********************************************
12. SPECIAL Two Lane No B’s or O’s

……………… (solid yellow) $

220

(If game 7 jackpot is paid, then game 12 is reduced to $145)

13. Regular BINGO or 4 Corners .................................... (pink border) $
14. SPECIAL Double Bingo (2 regular bingos) …………(solid pink) $

70
220

(If game 7 jackpot is paid, then game 14 is reduced to $145)

15. 4 Corners or Postage stamp No N’s ......................... (gray border) $
16. Regular BINGO ......................................................... (olive border) $

17.

70
70

Jackpot Blackout (brown border) $750

State Law imposes a maximum total prize pay out of $2,500 and an individual game maximum of $750.
Multiple winners on game or other circumstances may cause us to have to reduce the actual pay out of
some prizes so that we do not exceed the maximums as specified in the State BINGO Laws.
Management reserves the right to change games and/or prizes when there are circumstances beyond our control
(power outage, etc.), or when there are less than 90 players present.

Effective: January 31, 2016
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BINGO House Rules
1. It is illegal (State Law) to use BINGO paper purchased during any previous Epiphany BINGO event, or from
any other location. We reserve the right to verify your sales receipt. It is illegal to attempt to redeem an
Instant BINGO pull-tab purchased during any previous Epiphany BINGO event, or from any other location.
Violators may be asked to leave (no refunds).
2. All BINGO paper and pull-tabs are subject to serial number verification.
3. At least a minimum purchase of a REGULAR GAME 3-face pack must be made for each person in
attendance (regardless of age) -- Special Game Packs do not count toward this minimum.
4. Players under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. All BINGO paper and Instant
BINGO cards must be purchased by a person 18 years or older or in the presence of parent or guardian. All
winnings must be redeemed by a person 18 years or older, or by a person younger than 18 in the presence
of a parent or guardian. If the winner of an Instant BINGO or a regular game is under 18, the parent or
guardian must redeem the prize or be present in hall. We reserve the right to ask for photo ID at any time.
5. You must use a BINGO dauber, and the number daubed must be clearly readable. No Highlighters, felt tip
markers or any other type of marking device are allowed. Violation of this rule will void your BINGO.
6. Splitting (24 face & 36 face) or cutting of BINGO paper is prohibited. We reserve the right to verify your sales
receipt –Your BINGO will be voided if you split your BINGO paper with someone else.
7. Management is not responsible for lost admission receipts.
8. No alcoholic beverages are allowed on the premises. Please do not bring your own food or drinks.
9. TV monitors are for the convenience of the players only. Management is not responsible for any number
daubed before the caller declares “the first ball is on the monitor” regardless of the cause, be it mechanical or
procedural. Ball numbers are not official until the number is read out loud by the BINGO caller.
10. The flashboard is for the convenience of the players only. Any discrepancies between the flashboard and
actual numbers called will be resolved through visual verification of the numbers on the balls that have been
called and placed in the ball rack.
11. Multiple BINGOs on a single face pay only ONE share of the prize. More than one BINGO on a sheet will be
considered as multiple winners so long as the BINGOs are on separate faces.
12. Once the caller has closed a game, no other BINGOs will be valid for that game.
13. All prizes will be paid in cash.
14. BINGO Operators reserve the right to refuse admission to anyone, and to remove anyone who is disruptive to
the games because of inappropriate behavior, including but not limited to, profanity, noise and cell phone
usage.-- No refunds.
15. State of Texas 5% prize tax will be withheld on all prizes in excess of $5.00 before calculating single or
multiple winner pay outs.
16. Instant BINGO winning tabs must be redeemed prior to the beginning of game 17 (the last game).
17. Numbers drawn. Any player may request a verification of the numbers drawn at the time a winner is
determined and a verification of the balls remaining in the receptacle and not drawn.

